


each line by dividing the length of 
each line in inches by 97. Round any 
remainder up.   
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pins so that stakes will not be disturbed when digging holes and approx. 
4-5 inches inside of property pins to insure not to encroach on neighbors 
property (See Fig.1).  

2. 
string every 97” on center.  Ideal spacing between posts is 92”. If 

2” in 
from the string to mark the center of the hole (see Fig. 1). 

Step 2: Stake and String 

Fig. 1 

Step 3: Dig Holes  
1. Dig the holes for the posts making sure not to disturb the stakes for the string. 

be approximately 12” diameter and 30” deep (consult local condi�ons and codes). Holes 
should be dug so they allow equal amounts of concrete on all sides of posts (see fig. 2). 
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If posts will be set on sloping or uneven ground, or will be stepping, skip to step 4B.

 

1. two screws  (3 3/4” below the 
top of each post). End posts will only have one bracket that faces 

two sides (see Fig.3)
. 

2. Set the first post in the hole. Plumb and level the post to the string 
line (ensure that the post is 76 3/4”   high*) and fill the hole around 
the post with concrete mix. 

3. Place post into the next hole. Place a horizontal rail onto the
brackets. Use a level on 
the rail and raise or lower 

the previous post. This rail 
will also ensure that your 
posts are spaced correctly 
(see Fig.3). Plumb and level 
the post to the string line and 
fill the hole around the post 
with concrete mix. 

4. 
all posts are set.  

3 3/4”

Fig. 3 

A

A�ach a horizontal top rail bracket using

the fence sec�on, line posts will have brackets, a�ached on

30” Min. Typ. 
Consult local 

conditions and 
codes for post 

depth

Fig. 2

76 3/4”
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1. A�ach a horizontal top rail bracket 3 3/4” below the top of the post to one side  

of each post using two screws (see Fig.4).  

2. Set the uphill post first. This post should be set at 76 3/4”  tall with the bracket
facing to the next post down hill. Plumb and level the post to the string line. 
Fill the hole around the post with concrete mix (see Fig. 4). 

3. Place the next downhill post in its hole with the bracket facing uphill towards the
last post that you set. Place a horizontal rail onto the brackets of the two posts 
and place a level on the rail. Adjust the post height of the downhill post un�l 

Plumb and level the post and fill the hole around the post with concrete mix. 

30” Min. Typ. 
Consult local 

conditions and 
codes for post 

depth

12”

76 3/4”

3 3/4”

Fig. 4 
Fig. 5 

4B

the rail is level (see Fig. 5). This will also ensure that posts are spaced correctly.
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4. 
of this bracket, measure from the horizontal rail to the ground on the uphill side of the 
post, and subtract this from the height of the rail on the first post. Add this 
measurement to 3 3/4” and this will be the placement of the downhill bracket  
(see Fig. 6).

8 5/8”

Repeat steps 3 and 4 un�l all posts are set. 

1. If you have sec�ons that are shorter than 92” between posts, you will need

(see Fig. 7). Touch up the cut end using a zinc rich primer and a matching top
 coat to help prevent rust.  

Fig 6 

5.

5: Cut Horizontal Rails 

the rails using a metal cu�ng blade. Be sure to cut only one end of the rails 

79 3/8”
-74 1/2”

5 1/8”
+3 3/4”

8 5/8”

Fig 7

A�ach a horizontal top rail bracket to the downhill side of the post. To determine the loca�on

to cut the horizontal rails for length. Measure between the posts and cut



 

 

1. A�ach a  ver�cal  back ra i l  (angle  with  notch)  to  the post  on each

end of the horizontal rail. Place the ver�cal back rail so the notch fits around 

the bracket and the back rail is snug and flush with the horizontal rail (see Fig. 9). 

The screw holes on the horizontal rail should be on the side opposite the ver�cal   

 

Fig. 10 

2.   Place a horizontal rail over the brackets with the screw holes facing you. If the
rail has been cut, you will need to slide the cut end over one bracket first and then  
drop the other end over the other bracket (see Fig. 8). 

Fig 8 

 

back rail. A�ach the rails to the posts using the provided screws (see Fig. 10). 

Step 6: Attach Vertical Back Rails

Vertical
Back
Rail

Top Rail
screw holes

bracket

Fig. 9 
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1. 
flange should lay flat against the post and the larger flange should be pushed 

 

Fig. 16

 

Step 8: A�ach Ver�cal Front Rails
A�ach a ver�cal front rail to the post on each end, opposite the ver�cal back rail. The shorter

�ghtly against the pickets. Hold it flush against the top of the top rail and
a�ach the ver�cal front rails to the posts (see Fig. 15).

2.   Screw the ver�cal front rails and horizontal rails to the pickets (see Fig. 16).
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(Single Gate) Step 1: Set the Gate Posts
A. 

faces away from the gate opening.   

B. Set posts** into post holes. The holes should be 30” deep 
by 12” wide***. Plumb and level posts so they are parallel 
with each other and fill the hole with concrete mix. 
  

C. The opening (measuring from the inside face of one post 
to inside face of the other post) for a standard size Trex 
Horizons Gate panel should be 46 1/4”. (****The opening 
for a standard Large Size Trex Gate panel is 65 3/4” wide) 
Custom heights and widths are possible. 

 

**Note:  Due to concrete cure 
-3 

days before gate is installed. 

*Note:   If the Hinge Post is not 
connected to a fence panel or 
if a large gate panel is used, it 
may be necessary to use a 

 

***Note:  Consult local condi�ons
and codes for actual depth. 

Slide the Steel Post S�ffener* into the hinge post. The

* *
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(Single Gate) Step 2: Install the Gate Panel  

A. Using a 3/8” 6” 
1/2” self-drilling 

screws. Pre-drilling with a 3/16” 

B. Place the gate panels in the opening. Adjust the gates so the top rail lines 
up with the top rail of the fence.  

C. Using the supplied  1 1/2” self-
the outside corner of each hinge to the gate post con-

-drilling with a 3/16” drill 
 

D. 
the hinge bracket to the hinge post.  

  

A
B

C

D
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A. 
11/16” wrench.  

B.  

C.  

Note: Due to weather and temperature changes, periodic hinge adjustment may be necessary to

(Single Gate) Step 4:  Make any Final Adjustments 

A. 36” from the ground (or to de-
sired height) using the supplied 1 1/2” self-drilling screws. The latch should be ori-
ented so the catch is on the gate-swing side of the post. The catch will face up or 

 

B. Using the supplied 1 1/2” self-

to the gate panel, lining the strik-
er rod up with the catch on the 
post latch. 

C. 
gate panel upright, using the sup-
plied 1” self-drilling screws. Han-

3/4” in 
from the edge of the gate panel. 
The handle height must be staggered 

A

B

C

to avoid screws hi�ng each other.

ensure proper latch connec�on.

(Single Gate) Step 3:  A�ach Latch and Handles
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(Double Gate) Step 1:  Set the Gate Posts 

A. 

 
B. Set posts into post holes**. The holes should be 30”deep by 12”

wide***. Plumb and level posts so they are parallel with each 
other and fill hole with concrete mix . 

C. The opening (measuring from the inside face of one post to in-
side face of the other post) for 2 standard size Trex Horizons
Gate panels should be 91 1/2” wide.   (****The opening for a dou-
ble gate using  Large Trex Gate panels is  130 1/2” wide) Custom 
heights and widths are possible. 

 

**Note:  Due to concrete cure 
-3 

days before gate is installed. 

*Note:  If the Hinge Post is not 
connected to a fence panel or if 
a large gate panel is used it may 
be necessary to use a Heavy 

 

***Note:  Consult local condi�ons
and codes for actual depth.  

Slide the Steel Post S�ffeners* into the posts. The open side of the
steel s�ffener should be placed so it faces away from the gate opening.

**
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(Double Gate) Step 2:  Install the Gate Panel  

A. Using a 3/8” 6” 
1/2” self-tapping 

screws. Pre-drilling with a 3/16”  

B. Place the gate panels in the opening. Adjust the gates so the top rails line 
up with each other and with the top rail of the fence. 

C. Using the supplied 1 1/2” self-

Pre-drilling with a 3/16” 
easier. 

D. 
hinge bracket to the hinge post.  

 
A

B

C

D
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A. 
11/16” wrench.  

B.  

C.  

Note: Due to weather and temperature changes, periodic hinge adjustment may be necessary to

(Double Gate) Step 4: Make any Final Adjustments 

A. -
only one panel is in use) approximately 36” from the ground (or to desired height) 
using the supplied  1 1/2” self-drilling screws. The latch should be oriented so the 
catch is on the gate-swing side of the post. The catch will face up or down depend-

 

B. Using the supplied 1 1/2” self-

the gate panel, lining the striker rod 
up with the catch on the post latch. 

C. 
panel upright, using the supplied 1” 
self-drilling screws. Handles should 

3/4” in from the edge 
of the gate panel. The handle height must 
 be staggered to avoid hi�ng each other.  

(Double Gate) Step 3:  A�ach Latch and Handles

ensure proper latch connec�on.

A

B

C
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(Double Gate) Step 5: Mount the Drop Rod 

A. -
Reverse the drop rod brackets depending on which side of the gate the drop 
rod is to be mounted. 

B. 3” from the 
2” self-drilling screws on the inside edge 

of the gate panel upright and (1) 1” self-drilling screw on the face of the 
14” from 

 

C. 24” 

el and 2” to the center of the 
screw holes from the edge of the 
gate panel. 

D. 
where the drop hits. If the gate is 
over a concrete pad, drill an 8” 
deep hole using a 3/4” masonry 
bit for the drop rod to slide into 
when the gate is closed. For gates 
over soil, dig a hole 8” wide x 18” 
deep below the rod, fill it with 
concrete, and insert an 8” long 
3/4” pvc pipe in the concrete for 

the concrete has cured.  
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OPTIONAL ANTI-SAG CABLE KIT

ANTI-SAG CABLE KIT COMPONENTS

ATTACHING THE CABLE KIT

Black vinyl wrapped steel cable

Cable clamp (2)
‘S’ hook

‘D’ rings (2)

1” Self-drilling screws (2)

Turnbuckle

A

B

C

D

E

F

A

B

C

D E

F

Attach upper ‘D’ ring to the “hinge side” of the 
panel, 5-1/2” down from top of gate and 1-3/4” 
from the edge of gate (to hit the inner steel 
frame), using (1) self-drilling screw.

Attach lower ‘D’ ring to the “latch side” of the 
panel, 2” up from bottom of gate and 1-3/4” from 
the edge of gate, using (1) self-drilling screw.

Lengthen the turnbuckle as long as possible 
before proceeding by twisting the center ring.  
Attach the turnbuckle to the upper “D” ring using 
the “S” hook.

A.

B.

C.

HINGE SIDE LATCH SIDE

Loop one end of the cable through the lower eye 
bolt of the turnbuckle.  Attach a cable clamp and 
tighten nuts as tight as possible.

Loop the other end of the cable through the lower 
“D” ring and attach the other cable clamp.  Pull 
the cable as tight as possible before tightening 
the nuts.

D.

E.

Remove any slack by tightening the turnbuckle, 
twisting the center ring of the turnbuckle.

F.

Note: To make installation easier, prop the gate to the 
desired level using a block of wood under the latch 
side edge of the gate panel.

For large gate panels, it may be neccssary to use an anti-sag cable to eliminate the sag of a gate panel.  Anti-sag cable 

kits can be purchased through your local Trex Distributor.
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